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FOREWORD

Sarawak retains some of 
the richest biodiversity in 
the world. It is home to 

many endemics and species of 
conservation importance. Some of 
the best examples can be found in 
the State’s extensive network of 
protected areas. Many of us here in 
the Ministry continuously explore 
the exquisiteness of biodiversity in 
the hopes of harnessing and sharing 
of information with the general 
public, to appreciate such elements 
present in our protected areas. 
This book represents but a sample 
of the work done by academics 
in the realm of biodiversity from 
Universiti Malaysia Sarawak 
and experts from various other 
agencies. I would like to commend 
the efforts by these researchers who supported us in collecting information on 
the biodiversity in such species-rich areas as Bako, which forms the material 
for the book.

The work is also expected to be important for local communities, to 
enhance their understanding, appreciation and perhaps eventually, guide their 
use of such resources sustainably, acting as an interpretation tool to guide 
ecotourists and naturalists.

As will be evident to the readership, a variety of approaches have been 
taken by the authors of the volume. Sections, starting with reminiscences from 
the early days by the Earl of Cranbrook, and on geology and geomorphology, are 
divided along taxonomic and thematic lines. These include a general account 
of the tree flora and selected herbaceous flora, a review of carnivorous plants 
and one on the mushrooms. The faunal accounts include both invertebrates 
and vertebrates, ranging from mosquitoes to monkeys. A section highlights 
the biology of Bako’s charismatic species, that attract so many tourists to the 
Park. Finally, the section on human dimensions round up the volume, with a 
chapter on ecotourism in Bako National Park.
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It is my hope that this book will contribute in a signifi cant way by 
encouraging more people to appreciate nature, explore our biodiversity and 
win more supporters. I anticipate that this volume will be useful to stakeholders 
to whom we remain connected through our common views on biodiversity 
conservation for the future generation.

Yang Berhormat Dato Sri Haji Abdul Karim Rahman Hamzah
Minister of Tourism, Creative Industry, Performing Arts;
Minister of Youth, Sports & Entrepreneur Development Sarawak 

FOREWORD
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PREFACE
Jayasilan Mohd-Azlan, Mohamad Kadim Suaidi and Indraneil Das

Sarawak’s vast forested landscape includes numerous protected areas 
network, comprising National Parks represents some of the best 
examples of the State’s natural wonders- fl oral, faunal as well as 

geological. Western Sarawak, in particular, is an important area for biodiversity 
conservation, being home to many Bornean endemics and other species of 
conservation importance that do not extend beyond the north-western corner 
of this large tropical island. 

The vast network of protected areas demonstrate the commitment of 
the State Government as a responsible custodian of Sarawak’s biodiversity. 
Sarawak is determined to conserve and protect its wildlife and natural 
ecosystem through various means including establishing a network of 
protected areas. This project sits in line with the University’s niche area of 
biodiversity and environmental conservation. This book, based on extensive 
fi eld research by researchers, brings together recent information on species, 
their habitats and other aspects of natural history.

Appreciating biodiversity is the fi rst step for its conservation, and to 
advance the preservation of the State’s natural heritage. Identifying the 
distribution, richness and habitat use of animals in tropical rainforest are 
essential for understanding their natural history, and in facilitating management 
of biodiversity-rich areas. This book attempts to elucidate selected zoological 
groups in these dense tropical rainforests. The faunal studies reported here 
include inventories of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fi shes and 
macroinvertebrates, a critical fi rst step towards understanding the biodiversity 
of Bako National Park. 

This book is intended for local stakeholders, management authorities, 
naturalists, researchers and the general public. Most enthusiasts continue to 
see protected areas as a spectacle of natural wonders, to be appreciated and 
protected for future generations. An understanding of our biodiversity may thus 
support complex needs of conservation. It is hoped that nature enthusiasts and 
those who are interested in tropical biodiversity will fi nd this book benefi cial. 
Acknowledgement is here made to the authors who have gathered these data, 
substantially increasing our knowledge and awareness on an important part of 
our national heritage. 
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PREFACE

Foremost, we thank the authors of individual chapters and agencies that 
has supported our work in the form of research grants to conduct the activities 
mentioned in this work. We are grateful to Universiti Malaysia Sarawak, 
UNIMAS Publisher and Natural History Publications (Borneo) Sdn Bhd, for 
publishing this book. Prof. Dr. Wan Hashim bin Wan Ibrahim, Deputy Vice 
Chancellor for Research and Innovation, Prof. Dr. Lo May Chiun and her 
staff at the Research Innovation and Enterprise Centre facilitated the various 
research projects that led to this output. For reviewing individual chapters, we 
thank Mohd Tajuddin Abdullah, Aaron M. Bauer, Henry Bernard, Jedediah 
Brodie, Chan Kin Onn, Joseph K. Charles, Charles M. Clarke, Jongkar 
Grinang, Liew Thor Seng, Qammil Muzzammil Abdullah Meekiong Kalu, 
Charles M. U. Leh, Norman Lim T-Lon, Peter K. L. Ng, Albert G. Orr, Evan 
S. H. Quah, Jaya Seelan Sathiya Seelan, Oswald Braken Tisen, Andrew Alek 
Tuen, Siew Te Wong, Arthur van Vliet, Mario Wannier, Wong Sin Yeng and 
Darren Yeo Chong Jinn. Genevieve V. A. Gee copy-edited the text. We also 
thank the technical staff of the Institute of Biodiversity and Environmental 
Conservation, and the Faculty of Resource Science and Technology, UNIMAS, 
for logistic and fi eld assistance, in particular Isa Sait, Rahah binti Yakup, Siti 
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Finally, we thank the Sarawak Forest Department and Sarawak Forestry 
Corporation for providing research permits and access to the Park for the 
individual research projects reported here. In particular, we remain indebted 
to Haji Zolkipli Mohamad Aton, Abang Arabi Abang Aimran, Oswald Braken 
Tisen, Rambli Ahmad and Melvin Gumal for their support and friendship.Tisen, Rambli Ahmad and Melvin Gumal for their support and friendship.
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 INTRODUCTION
Jayasilan Mohd-Azlan, Mohamad Kadim Suaidi and Indraneil Das

The State of Sarawak, with an area of approximately 124,450 km2, has 
one of the most established networks of protected areas within Malaysia, 
representing some of the most megadiverse rainforests of the world. 

The landscape ranges from coastal lowlands, comprising peat swamps, as well 
as narrow deltaic and alluvial plains, to a vast hinterland of undulating low 
hills, that barely reach 300 metres, to the mountainous highlands, that extend 
to the international border in the interiors of Borneo. The State currently has 
67 Totally Protected Areas (including National Parks, Wildlife Sanctuaries 
and Nature Reserves), scattered throughout the State, a majority located in 
western Sarawak

Bako National Park is the oldest National Park in Sarawak. Established 
in 1957, it covers an area of 27.27 km2. Its rocky coast, rare in western 
Sarawak, shows cliff vegetation overseeing turquoise bays. The coastline 
is characterised by numerous bays, cliffs, beaches, and rock formations, 
including the picturesqure Sea Stack at Telok Pandan Kecil. The coastal area 
facing the South China Sea allows a majestic view of Gunung Santubong. 
Around the mangroves, Proboscis monkeys and Silvered langurs can be 
sighted with little effort both during early mornings and evenings, while 
Bearded Pigs are relatively common in the beach forest. The Park thus allows 
visitors close encounters with several species of conservation importance in 
their natural habitats, and is consequently a favoured destination of both local 
and international tourist.

Bako is clothed with a variety of forest types- mangroves, beach forest, 
cliff vegetation, nipah, Kerangas, riverine and mixed dipterocarp forests. 
The mangrove forest fringes the lower reaches of the river, where it forms 
a fi ne band near the mouth, and gradually tapers out upstream. Mangrove 
plant species, such as Avicennia and Sonneratia thrive near the river mouth, 
while Rhizophora extends further away, and Nipah palms (Nypa fructicans) 
form strands even further inland and near areas that are fl ooded during high 
tides. Beach forests stretch along rocky shoreline and occur at Teluk Asam, 
Teluk Delima, Teluk Paku, Teluk Pandan Kecil, Pandan Besar, Tanjung Rhu, 
Teluk Tajor, Telok Sibur, Telok Limau and Telok Keruin. The dominant trees 
in the beach forests are ‘Ru laut’ (Casuarina equisetifolia), the sea hibiscus or 
‘Baru-baru’ (Hibiscus tiliaceus), ‘Nyatoh laut’ (Pouteria obovata) and ‘Putat
laut’ (Barringtonia asiatica). Kerangas forest patches are relatively common, 
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INTRODUCTION

and dominated by genera such as Gymnostoma, Dacrydium, Cotylelobium 
and Dacrydium. Pitcher plants can be observed in the more open areas. Mixed 
dipterocarp forests are mostly confined to the hills (Bukit Keruing and Bukit 
Gondol) in the south-eastern part of the National Park and on patches of 
elevated, well-drained terrain elsewhere. Mixed dipterocarp forests have rich 
flora with tall trees, such as members from Anisoptera, Dipterocarpus, Shorea, 
Dryobalanops, Artocarpus and Lithocarpus. A network of trekking trails and 
plank walks links the various habitats. This leaves the central and the south-
eastern section of the Park relatively undisturbed as a core conservation area. 

Promoting protected areas as tourist attractions has the potential to spur 
socioeconomic growth, as well as engage the public in conservation and 
management. Local communities can play an essential role in assisting the 
authorities detect environmental change and in managing natural resources 
through traditional ecological knowledge. Therefore, synergy between 
scientific research and traditional knowledge should be regarded as central for 
biodiversity conservation. 

This modest compilation provides updated information on many elements 
of the biodiversity of Bako National Park and the species of conservation 
importance there, as well as highlight its ecotourism potential and the response 
of local communities for future management decisions.

Fig. 1. Topographic map of Bako National Park. Map copyright: Hans Hazebroek.
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REMINISCENCES OF BAKO 
Gathorne Cranbrook

As a young graduate, from 1956–1958, I was lucky enough to be 
attached to the Sarawak Museum – not as an employee of the (then) 
colonial government, but as a personal assistant to the Curator of the 

Sarawak Museum, Tom Harrisson. It did not take long to recognise personal 
and professional dissention between the Museum and the Forest Department. 
The Museum was already custodian of confiscated wildlife, including a caged, 
untrustworthy male Beruk (Macaca nemestrina), with large fangs, a snake in 

a gloomy concrete pit and, critically, 
two infant Orangutans (Pongo 
pygmaeus). The Curator hoped that 
the Museum, rather than the Forest 
Department, would be confirmed as 
manager of the animal wildlife of the 
State.

The young Orangutans (Maias, 
in Sarawak vernacular) were 
privileged. They slept by night in 
a cage outside the window of the 
bathroom of the Curator’s house, 
the Segu Bungalow in (then) Pig 
Lane. By day, they roamed free in 
the garden, under the supervision 
of two young men from the Selakau 
longhouse at Pueh, Midai and Ina. 
Barbara Harrisson became intrigued 
and, somewhat advanced in her 
timing, became dedicated to the 
conservation of Borneo’s endemic 
ape. Early in the development of 
Bako as Sarawak’s first National 
Park, the Harrissons got official 
agreement to trial the release and 
return to the wild of these two young 
orangutans.
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REMINISCENCES OF BAKO 

My diary has been lost, so I cannot date the visit I made to Bako in the 
company of Forest Offi cer, Abang Muas. Together, we climbed the hill and 
found Midai. Above us, the young Orangutans became agitated, violently 
swinging the tops of sapling trees down at us. Alarmed, I decided that the 
safest policy was to stay close beside Midai, whose capability to control the 
animal I trusted. Abang Muse decided to run. But a man scrambling downhill 
on rough ground is easily overtaken by a brachiating ape in low forest. Abang 
Muas was caught. Warding off the animal with a hand, he was severely bitten, 
so that the nail was torn off his fourth fi nger — a horrid sight. 

The forest at Bako is not suitable habitat for orangutans, and other 
distinctive primates abound. Ultimately, so far as I remember, Mrs Williams, 
wife of the District Offi cer, was also bitten, and the trial had to end. Barbara 
arranged exile to a zoo for the Orangutans and, as related in her book Orang-
utan (now a classic in primatological literature), accompanied them on the 
long boat trip to Europe.

29 June 2022
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 GEOLOGY AND 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 

Hans Hazebroek

When you draw near to Bako by sea, you get spectacular views of 
the steep cliffs that line the coast of the peninsula. The cliffs mark 
the northern rim of the sandstone plateau that dominates the Park. 

Headlands project into the South China Sea and protect turquoise bays, often 
with beautiful beaches. Inland from the bays, river valleys cut deep into the 
plateau and are bounded by steep, often vertical cliffs. Near the southern Park 
boundary, there are several hills on the plateau with the highest, Bukit Gondol, 
reaching a height of 260 m above sea level. The sandstone plateau slopes 
gently down towards the north coast where it is between 60–120 m above 
sea level.

Thick layers of white to pale-buff sandstone—lying almost horizontal—
build the plateau. The sandstone is medium- to coarse-grained and, in places, 
contains scattered pebbles of quartz and chert. Conglomerates, consisting of 
rounded pebbles and more sharp-edged rock fragments in a sandy matrix, are 
abundantly present. Thin layers of mudstone are occasionally seen between 
the sandstone beds. Together, these rocks attain a thickness of at least 290 m 
and are called the Plateau Sandstone Formation.

The coastal cliffs are often coloured yellow, orange, and red-brown. The 
colouration is due to iron oxides which, when dissolved in rainwater, leach 
through porous sandstone to be deposited at less porous interfaces such as 
joints and fi ne-grained laminae. In places, the colours highlight cross-bedded 
structures which were formed when sand, pebbles and clay were deposited in 
stream channels. Coarse sand and conglomerates fi ll stream channels that cut 
into the underlying sandstone. Only fast-fl owing rivers could have transported 
such coarse material. Cross bedding is caused by the migration of current 
ripples and dunes on the river bed in the downstream direction. The ripples 
form due to the movement of sediment as it climbs up and erodes the shallow 
upstream face of a ripple or dune and deposits on the steep downstream or lee 
side. Cross bedding is abundantly seen in Bako’s sandstones with numerous 
fi ne layers inclined to the general bedding.

In some places, the bedding is irregular and contorted, indicating that 
waterlogged sands were unstable and collapsed soon after deposition. Such 
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GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGYFig. 1. Massive sandstone bodies build this near vertical edge of the plateau.  
The orange-yellowish and dark brown-blackish stains are caused by iron-oxides.
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GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY
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Fig. 2. Locally, the coarse sandstone contains 
scattered pebbles of quartz and chert.

slumping probably took place 
at steep channel banks, where 
sediments had piled up rapidly as 
a result of fl ooding. On the top 
surface of some rock layers are 
clearly recognisable mud cracks. 
Here, a thin layer of sandy clay was 
deposited after the riverbanks were 
fl ooded and then dried up when 
the water level dropped. This is a 
diagnostic indicator for sediment 
deposition on land.

Fig. 3. Geological map of Bako National Park.

GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY
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GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY

Due to its location on a headland, remote from the moderating influence 
of Borneo’s huge landmass, the Bako Peninsula has a strongly seasonal 
climate. Annual rainfall at Teluk Asam is 4300 mm (averaged over 17 years), 
but most rain falls during the monsoon (landas) season from November to 
February. From May to September, average monthly rainfall is only 200 mm 
and sometimes no rain falls for a week. Thus, extended dry periods contribute 
to the harshness of the plateau environment. These dry periods are probably 
of considerable ecological significance because water deficits almost certainly 
develop in the shallow soils of the steep slopes. Regular, extended periods of 
water stress are likely to impact the type of vegetation that can exist in such 
locations. Temperatures are equatorial, ranging between 20°C and 32ºC. As in 
most of Sarawak, wind speed is generally low. However, brief but strong wind 
squalls preceding rain often cause branches to break and trees to fall.

Bako’s ravines, valleys, bays, sea cliffs, sea stacks and sea caves all result 
from erosion focused along faults and joints in the sandstone. The edges of 
the plateau are retreating, often through undermining of blocks of sandstone 
by sea waves or river currents. These blocks separate from the main body 
of rock along joints or faults and break away once undermined sufficiently. 

Fig. 4. Cross-bedding in the Bako sandstone is interpreted to have formed in the 
turbulent flow of river channels.
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GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY

Landslides may occur along bedding surfaces in the rock, where these are 
slightly inclined.

A prominent sea stack, Batu Belah, stands like a giant token of the erosive 
forces at work when its narrow ‘stalk’ is being scraped away by abrasive sand 
grains in storm waves. The sea stack bears testimony that the entire coastline 
is receding because of erosion by the sea. Other erosion agents at work are 
the vigorous tropical rainfall and the day-night cycle of heating and cooling 
of the exposed rocks. The sea stack is an erosion remnant, left over from one 
of the headlands, Tanjung Pandan, when it was more extensive. Along some 
of the trails that traverse the plateau, there are patches of barren sandstone. 
Here, distinctive pockmarks, shallow depressions up to 90 cm across and 15 
cm deep, often scar the rock surface. These pockmarks are probably solution 
pans, formed by the action of rainwater that dissolves the silica cement 
holding the sand grains together. Other interesting erosion features are wave-
cut platforms: like the sea stack, these surfaces are cut from the sandstone 
cliffs by abrasive sand particles carried in storm waves.

The network of channels within the sandstone formation represents the 
broad floodplain of a braided river. Its main sediment source was in the nearby 
mountains of central and southern Sarawak, which were rapidly eroding 

Fig. 5. The Batu Belah sea stack is an erosion remnant, its narrow support being 
eroded by storm waves that carry abrasive sand particles during the monsoon season 
from November to March.
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GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY

following tectonic uplift. Angular chert fragments found in the conglomerates 
testify to the proximity of older, chert-rich rocks as a sediment source, 
representing additional, nearby elevated areas that provided sediment input. 
Because of active tectonics in the upper reaches of the drainage basin, the 
available sediment likely exceeded the transport capacity of the river channels 
during normal flow. Only during flash floods, when the river channels were 
overflowing, was the water velocity high enough to carry most or all of the 
sediment load.

With the exception of a piece of fossil wood, no fossils have been 
reported in Bako. Therefore, the age of the sandstone cannot be established 
with certainty. However, based on comparisons with other areas in Sarawak, 
Bako’s sandstone is thought to be between 5–25 million years old.

At Telok Wangkang, just outside the Park, is a low cliff where Bako’s 
sandstone can be seen to lie on top of an extraordinary sequence of rocks. 
These exposures include basalts and cherts, interpreted to represent the upper 
two layers of ancient ocean crust. How did ocean crust rocks end up on land, in 
contact with Bako’s sandstone that was deposited in rivers? By analogy with 
well-studied parts of the Earth that have similar rocks in extensive exposures, 

Fig. 6. On the plateau, chemical weathering (rainwater dissolving silica cement 
holding the sand grains together) has produced pan-shaped depressions on the 
sandstone surface.
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a credible explanation is that fragments of ocean crust were pushed up onto 
the continental crust. Such dismembered slabs of ocean crust have not only 
been found at the Bako Peninsula (Sejingkat Formation), but also at Tanjung 
Datu (Serabang Formation) and at Batang Ai (Lupar Formation). 

Thus, the rocks of West Sarawak have an intriguing story to tell — a former 
plate boundary, in this case a subduction zone, where fragments of ancient 
ocean crust were pushed onto continental crust by Plate-Tectonic forces. This 
convergent plate boundary presumably existed approximately along the valley 
of today’s Lupar River, extending north-westward to the Bako Peninsula, thus 
lining up along the so-called Lupar line). Lying southwest of this boundary, the 
continental crust of West Sarawak is part of the Sundaland continental plate 
which includes the Malay Peninsula, Indochina and Sumatra, while oceanic 
crust lies to the northeast. These plates were converging (moving towards 
each other) so that the dense oceanic plate dipped or subducted beneath the 
lighter Sundaland continental plate. Much uncertainty remains concerning the 
timing of subduction.

The basalts seen at Telok Wangkang probably represent the pillow lava 
layer of the ocean crust. Pillow lavas are flattened balls formed when hot 
magma flows out into the cold sea water. The original structure of the pillows 
has been obliterated by tectonic forces that broke up and intensely sheared and 

Fig. 7. At Telok Tajor, during low tide, these cliffs reveal fascinating features, 
including a channel filled with cross-bedded sandstone. A close-up of this channel is 
shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 8. This strongly sheared radiolarian chert (behind man) is interpreted to represent 
the uppermost layer of ancient ocean crust. At Telok Wangkang it is directly overlain 
by Bako’s Plateau Sandstone. The orange-blue hammer marks the remarkable contact.


